Kamps Propane Introduces “Little Kamper” Refillable Propane Tanks in Manteca

For outdoor recreation fans, propane is the fuel of choice for a variety of portable devices. From the trusty tailgate BBQ and camp stove to portable heaters, lanterns and lawn care equipment, 1lb propane tanks are easy to buy, transport and use.

The problem with the 1lb propane tank has always been disposal and recycling. In order to safely recycle the tank it must be evacuated of residual gas and punctured before being crushed for recycling. Although designed to be used only once, these tanks are costly to recycle. That’s the problem.

Imagine your favorite recreation destination – for camping, picnicking or maybe a tailgate party before a football game. You take your BBQ or other cooking equipment, prepare a delicious meal and throw away the propane tank when you are packing up to go home. Now multiply that scenario by 1,000. Or 10,000. Or 1,000,000. Californians use millions of disposable tanks every year. That’s a trash problem.

Now there’s a better way.

Kamps Propane (www.KampsPropane.com) has introduced the “Little Kamper” 1lb refillable propane tank. Visit www.LittleKamper.com to learn more about this new technology for propane fuel storage.

• The Little Kamper works with all of the same devices as 1lb disposable tanks.
• The Little Kamper is DOT approved as a refillable propane cylinder.
• The Little Kamper can be professionally refilled hundreds of times in its 12-year lifespan.
• The Little Kamper is less expensive to use than disposable propane tanks.

You read that correctly.

The key benefit of using Little Kamper refillable cylinders is that they will reduce the cost of your propane for camping and tailgating. Here’s how.

The average cost of a disposable 1lb propane tank is just under $5.00. They are cheaper at big-box discount retailers and more expensive at grocery, sporting goods and convenience stores. The closer you get to a recreation destination, the more they cost.

The Little Kamper is sold prefilled at Kamps Propane stores for $12.99. When you finish the gas in the tank, you can exchange it for a full Little Kamper at Kamps Propane for $1.99. So let’s do the math. Buy 4 disposable tanks and you’ll spend $20.00 and create a trash problem. Buy 1 Little Kamper and exchange it 3 times and you’ll spend $18.96 and create no trash. Plus, you’ll save on every tank exchange so your Little Kamper will literally pay for itself.

Kamps Propane is introducing the Little Kamper as a demonstration of their commitment to providing energy to California that is safe, affordable and environmentally intelligent. You can visit their store in Manteca at 1929 Moffat Blvd M-F 8a-5p.